
Old ЄΝϞĿΙЅΗ - Old English orthography 

The most common method of writing during the Old English period was on parchment or vellum 
and using a form of the Roman alphabet. In addition, the runic alphabet which the Anglo-Saxons 
had brought  with them across the North Sea has a linguistic importance far in excess of its usage, 
since that alphabet was used for inscriptions and dedicatory formulae rather than for purposes of 
communication. Old English manuscripts have a form and shape far removed from that presented in 
the usual modern editions. Present-day conventions of word-division, paragraphing, etc. are 
precisely that, and were unknown to the Anglo- Saxons. Their own conventions, also, differed from 
scribe to scribe or from scriptorium to scriptorium, and can look strange to the modern reader.  

For the period between the time of the first arrival of the Anglo-Saxons in Britain and the 
coming of Augustine in 597, no manuscripts survive. This does not imply that before 597 the 
Anglo-Saxons were wholly illiterate. Yet it is only during the reign of Æthelbert, the Kentish king 
of the time, that the first manuscript writings in the Roman alphabet appeared (even if they now 
survive only in much later copies) and this is clear evidence that the usage of the Roman alphabet in 
Anglo-Saxon England owed its origins to Christianity. Further evidence for this is the fact that 
manuscripts were first written in a version of the half-uncial script brought to England by Irish 
missionaries. This minuscule script, with clear, simple, rounded letter shapes, can be seen at its best 
in the Latin text of The Lindisfarne Gospels of the early 8th century. Very soon, however, this script 
was to be developed into what is known as the insular script, a pointed and cursive version of the 
half-uncial, and this was to remain the predominant style of handwriting until the 11th century when 
a few letter-forms from the continental Caroline minuscule began to appear. The insular form was 
to disappear by the end of the 12th century. That the letters of the alphabet and even the very style in 
which they were written should be so dependent upon the arrival and spread of Christianity is far 
from surprising. Throughout the Anglo-Saxon period the teaching, and to a considerable extent the 
practice, of writing was predominantly a property of the church. It was in monasteries and their 
scriptoria that instruction in reading and writing was carried out, and scribes were normally clerics. 
Even when the structure of government became seriously developed, from the time of Alfred 
onwards, the scribes in the king's secretariat were clerics, not laymen. It is a matter of guesswork 
how many lay people were literate, but, even if, as we must assume, the proportion gradually 
increased with the passage of time and especially in the second half of the 10th century, that 
proportion could never have been more than tiny.  
 
The usual Anglo-Saxon alphabet contained the following letters:  
a, œ, b, c, d, e, f, Z, h, i, k, l, m, n, o, p, r, s, t, þ, D, u, w ('wynn'), y 

 

NOTE: The Anglo-Saxons had, as well as runic wynn <w>, three further letters of their own: 
<œ, þ, D>. Like the other Anglo-Saxon letters, the first two of these had individual names 
originating in runic practice: <œ> was called 'ash', <þ> 'thorn'. <D> is nowadays called 'eth' or 'edh' 
and the name appears to be a 19th century coinage; in the Old English period its name was 'Dœt'. 
‘Ash’ was an Anglo- Saxon adaptation of Latin < ae >, whereas thorn, like wynn, is an example of 
borrowing from the runic alphabet. The origin of eth, like its name, is more obscure, and although it 
is sometimes said to be a borrowing from Irish scribal tradition, this is not certain. 
 
 

Generally OE is read the way it is written. 
There are only a couple of tricks you need to learn. Here they come: 
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1. In OE there was no phonemic opposition between [f] and [v], [s] and [z], [T] and [D].  

<s> was used to represent [s] and [z],  
<f> was used to represent [f] and [v],  
<þ/ñ> were used interchangeably!!! for [T] and [D]. 

 

2. OE alphabet did not contain the letter <w>. /w/ was represented by the runic character <w> ’wynn’. 

Modern editors, however, replaced the original <w> with <w>, hoping to make our life easier…  
 
3. Old English scribes used another runic character ‘yogh’ <Z> to represent four sounds (hoping to make 

our life eventful…�.  Modern editors, however, exhibit strong prejudice against <Z> (yoghism…) to the 
effect that they NEVER use it at all. Instead they use the letter <g> which replaced <Z> in ME. 

 
<Z> 
 
 

        [j]    [g]  [V]  /dZ/ 
        (i)    (ii)  (iii)  (iv) 
 
(i) the palatal approximant /j/, (derived from Gmc */V/ by palatalisation and also directly 

from Germanic initial */j/)   
EXAMPLE: Zear ‘year’ 

(ii) voiced velar stop [g] 
EXAMPLE: Zod ‘good’, sinZan ‘to sing’ 

(iii) the voiced velar fricative [V]  
EXAMPLE:  daZas ‘days’ 

      (iv) the palatal affricate [dZ]   
EXAMPLE:  senZean ‘to singe’ 

  
4. In OE <h> stood for /x/, which had three realisations depending on its position in the word and phonetic 

context: 
 
OE  <h> = /x/                               
 
 
          [h]       [x]         [ç] 
          (i)        (ii)        (iii) 
(i) word-initially: heorte ‘heart’, hām ‘home’, hnutu ‘nut’ 
(ii) word-medially and word-finally in a back context: bōhte ‘bought’, rūh ‘rough’ 
(iii) word-medially and word-finally in a front context: niht ‘night’, hēh ‘high’      
                   
5. OE had a length contrast for consonants. Long consonants were normally represented by the use of 

doubled letters: 
EXAMPLES:  biddan ‘to ask, pray’ /d:/  vs. bidan ‘to await, experience’ /d/ 
  þonne ‘then’ /n:/  vs. þone ‘the’ (Acc sg masc) /n/ 
 
6. In OE velars and palatals were represented in the same way. Here come the details: 
 

/k(:)/ {velar} and /tS(:)/ {palatal} were spelt the same:   
/k/ <c>1 cyning ‘king’  vs. /tS/  <c> cyse ‘cheese’      
/k:/ <cc> locca   ‘curl’     vs.  /tS:/ <cc> reccan ‘stretch’ 

                                                 
1 The usual spelling for velar stop /k/ was <c>; <k> was used only occasionally.  
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Therefore, in another attempt to make our life easier, modern editors place a dot over <ë> to indicate the 
palatal variant. Alas, inconsistently… 
 
/g(:)/ {velar} and /dZ(:)/ {palatal} had the same graphic representation:  

/g/  <Z>  Zod ‘god’  vs.  /dZ/ <Z>  senZean ‘singe’   
/g:/ <ZZ/cZ> doZZa/docZa ‘dog’ vs. /dZ:/ <ZZ/cZ> byZZan/bycZan  ‘buy’  

 
 

7. <sc>  
word-initially  /S/, as in: scip ‘ship’ 
word-medially  /sk/ before a back vowel: ascian ‘to ask’ – formerly * ascojan 
   /S/ before a front vowel: fisces ‘fish’ (gen) 
word-finally  /sk/ after a back vowel: tusc ‘tusk’ 

   /S/ after a front vowel: fisc ‘fish’ 
 

8. OE <æ/1> represented /æ/ and /æ:/, as in: dæZ ‘day’, s1 ‘sea’. 
 
9. OE <ea/ea> represented /æa/ and /æ:a/, as in: feallan ‘to fall /æa/ vs. read /æ:a/ ‘red’. 
 
10. OE <y/y> represented a front rounded vowel, as in:  dryhten ‘God’ and fyr ‘fire’. 
 
 

 
On-line exercises in OE pronunciation can be found at:  
http://www.engl.virginia.edu/OE/Guide.Readings/Guide.Readings.html  


